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There are a great many novels in the vast land of published literature, that attempt to juggle with
morals, and deep questions about what lies behind truth's door, and what mingles in falsehood's . Novels
that discuss fulfilling your destiny and somehow crossing paths with the one special person that you are
destined to be with. But it is evident, when one reads a great deal of books, that so few novels are able to
truly accomplish this. “To K(no)w Avail” by E. Marie Sanders, is a compelling novel and one of the few
that can effectively open your eyes to new ideas and questions that previously lurked in the darkness.
Avail Andrews is a studious young woman who lives religiously by the books of a hard work ethic and a
firm relationship with God. Upon entering her first class as a freshman at Whitaker University, the nervous
Avail is confronted by a young man who she finds to be exceptionally handsome. After they converse, a
seed that has the potential to blossom into a beautiful flower is planted in Avail's soul.
But few bridges can ever be crossed without difficulties, and Avail and Kyle's relationship is no exception.
Intervening obstacles such as Avail's “perfect” boyfriend Donovan, and Kyle's obsessive, wildly jealous
long-term girlfriend, Celeste, complicate their lives. Not to mention the fact that Avail and Kyle are both
overshadowed by their past rocky relationships and the realization that past relationship formulas are
unlikely to work out in their situation.
It becomes clear to them that their strong attraction to each other is something that if followed, could be
the most wonderful thing that would ever happen to them, and if ignored, would most definitely guarantee
a very rough time. But as they grow to know each other, and these obstacles become clear, they are
forced to answer the question of: “Do persistent obstacles ever vanish?”
Told through the eyes of both Avail and Kyle, “To K(no)w Avail” is a read that will stay with you forever.
Between its realistic characters, and quick-developing plot, adults and youth alike will catch themselves
becoming gripped by this powerful story of determination and faith to God.
As a first-time published author, E. Marie Sanders is seeking to inspire all readers, and make the reading
of her novel a joy to even those who frown upon the past time. She resides in the United States with her
husband, Eric Sanders. Highly recommended by reviewer Alison Griffith, Allbooks Review
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